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Abstract- One of the key challenges for long-term reliability 
analysis of power electronic converters is to quickly estimate 
extensive junction temperature cycles of power semiconductor 
devices while fulfilling an accepted accuracy. To address this 
challenge, this paper proposes a novel three-pulse equivalent 
power loss profile. By contrast to the conventional methods of 
dividing the power loss equally, this paper discretizes the power 
loss profile based on the identified occurrences of maximum and 
minimum junction temperatures (i.e., thermal Characteristics). 
This proposed model decouples the conventional conflict between 
the thermal estimation accuracy and computational burdens. 
And it has the advantages of improving accuracy in terms of the 
maximum and minimum junction temperatures, and power-on 
time of thermal profiles, which are majorly concerned by today’s 
lifetime models of power semiconductors. Moreover, the 
proposed method also helps to reduce computational burdens. 
The relevant variables of the thermal modeling methods are 
investigated. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed method is 
verified through simulation and experiments, and the impact of 
its thermal estimation advantages on lifetime evaluation is 
analyzed further.1 
 
    Index Terms- Error analysis, equivalent power loss profile, 
junction temperature estimation, power semiconductor devices, 
thermal characteristics 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
 

   With increasingly pursuing higher efficiency and power 
density in power electronics, reliability has been becoming 
one of the major bottlenecks in this industry [1], [2], in 
particular of the high failure rate of power semiconductor 
devices [3]. To achieve a better performance, reliability 
evaluation has played an essential role in designs, 
manufacturing, and operation of today’s power electronics [4], 
such as to reduce design margins [5], to plan maintenance 
schedules [6], [7] etc. 
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Thermal stresses are one of the most critical factors for the 
reliability of power semiconductor devices, especially mean 
junction temperatures and temperature swings. According to 
[8] and [9], every 10 K increase of the mean junction 
temperature or 5 K increase of the temperature swing can 
reduce the lifetime of power semiconductor devices to half. As 
a result, reliability evaluation essentially relies on the electro-
thermal analysis which converts the mission profiles into 
junction temperatures [10], [11]. 

Thermal behaviors of power semiconductor devices are 
classified into two categories: periodic and non-periodic 
power loss profiles, respectively [12], [13]. Among them, the 
periodic power loss profiles are caused by the varied 
fundamental-frequency currents and involve intensive 
computational burdens for thermal modeling. Firstly, the large 
amount of these thermal cycles accumulates non-negligible 
fatigues for power devices in many applications, especially for 
high-power and/or varied-frequency applications [14], [15]. 
Although the reliability impact of such temperature 
fluctuations in low-power applications is not obvious, intuitive 
ignorance of their effects is questionable under varied 
conditions. Besides, driven by continuous reduction of cost 
and safety margins in power electronics, the accuracy of 
thermal estimation under periodic power loss profile is 
increasing of significance for the reliability evaluation. 
However, a large amount of such temperature cycles (e.g., 
one-year mission profiles) causes highly computational 
burdens [16], and has not been fully solved. This challenge, 
thus, calls for a simplified thermal model that can quickly 
estimate the intensive junction temperature cycles while 
maintaining a specific accuracy. 

In the existing junction temperature estimation, applying the 
convolution of the instantaneous power losses and the thermal 
impedance is a straightforward solution [17]. However, due to 
the time-varying power losses, for instance, the half-sine loss 
profile [18], [19], the convolution algorithm causes 
tremendous computational burdens, especially for long-term 
estimation. Equivalent discretization of power loss profiles is a 
commonly accepted solution to reduce computational burdens 
[20]-[22]. In the state-of-the-art, the power losses are 
equivalent to a square-wave loss profile in [20]. By doing so, 
the involved computational burden is greatly reduced but the 
estimation error can be up to 51.4% [20]. Following, a two-
level equivalent loss profile is proposed to achieve a better 
junction temperature estimation in [21]. Comparing these two 
existing methods, it can be seen that the accuracy and 
computational complexity are compromised each other. With 
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this consideration, a generic simplification method is proposed 
in [22]. In this study, the relationship between the estimated 
error and computational burden is quantified through an 
analytical model. A minimum discretization level (i.e., the 
minimum number of power dissipation pules) can be obtained 
according to the maximum allowable error. 

All the aforementioned methods provide much feasibility 
for simplified estimation of junction temperature, however, 
there are still some limitations, which mainly involves two 
aspects. On the one hand the power loss is divided equally, in 
which thermal estimation accuracy and computational burdens 
completely contradictory. In other words, the conventional 
methods improve accuracy at the cost of increasing the 
discrete power-loss pulses (i.e., increased computations). On 
the other hands, the existing methods further assume that the 
maximum temperature occurs at the end time of the maximum 
power loss. But this assumption often contradicts the practical 
thermo-physics. For example, as shown in Fig. 1, the 
maximum temperature is conventionally assumed to reach at 
t=1/(2f0) for square-wave equivalence. However, the 
maximum junction temperature does not occur at the same 
time when the maximum equivalent power loss profiles end in 
practice.  

The main reason for these limitations is that the original 
power loss profile is nonlinear, and the thermal network is 
exponential. Thus, the currently equal discretization method 
does not improve the thermal estimation accuracy and reduce 
computational burdens simultaneously, where a trade-off must 
be taken between them. And due to the above assumption in 
the conventional methods, the currently equal discretization 
method not only degrades the estimation accuracy of the 
maximum and the minimum junction temperatures (Tjmax, 
Tjmin), but also changes the power-on time ton of thermal 
behaviors as shown in Fig. 1. According to [21], [23], all of 
the Tjmax, Tjmin, and ton are of significance for reliability 
evaluation. Therefore, achieving high-fidelity estimation of all 
these three thermal parameters (i.e., Tjmax, Tjmin, and ton) with 

less computational burdens is critical and has not been fully 
investigated. 

To fulfill the aforementioned theoretical gap, this paper 
proposes a novel three-pulse equivalent power loss profile. By 
contrast to the conventional studies to equally divide the 
power losses, the proposed method of this paper discretizes 
the power loss by identifying the exact occurrences of the 
maximum and the minimum junction temperatures (i.e., tmax, 
tmin). This new discretization method decouples the 
conventional conflict between the thermal estimation accuracy 
and computational burdens and provides three advantages 
compared to the prior arts: 1) improve the accuracy of the 
thermal estimation, especially for the maximum and the 
minimum junction temperatures (i.e., Tjmax, Tjmin), 2) keep the 
high-fidelity of the power-on time (ton) of thermal behaviors, 
and 3) reduce the computational burdens. 

The rest of this paper proceeds as follows: a mathematical 
modeling method is provided to analyze thermal 
characteristics (tmax, tmin) and their main influences in Section 
II. Based on the obtained thermal characteristics, Section III 
presents a novel three-pulse equivalent power loss profile, in 
which two typical thermal characteristic scenarios are 
considered to make this method applicable to different time 
scales. Moreover, the equivalent values of each rectangular 
pulse losses are solved according to the principle of the same 
energy. In section IV, thermal matrix of IGBT (insulated gate 
bipolar transistor) model with a heat sink is extracted through 
the finite-element method. Then simulations and experimental 
tests are performed to verify the effectiveness of the proposed 
method. Further, the impact of thermal estimation with 
different methods on the lifetime evaluation is analyzed in 
Section V. Section VI provides the concluding remarks. 
 
 

II. THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS ANALYSIS 
 

Different from the previous studies of dividing the power 
losses equally, this section aims to develop a method to 
identify the exact occurrences of the maximum and the 
minimum junction temperatures. First, the details of junction 
temperature dynamics during a period of the fundamental 
frequency are quantified by the generic discretization-
integration process. Second, the exact occurrences of the 
maximum and the minimum junction temperatures are 
identified. The relevant variables which affect thermal 
characteristics are investigated. In addition, an indispensable 
variable ∆Tj_in (i.e., the difference between the initial junction 
temperature of steady-state thermal cycle and the reference 
temperature) is analyzed based on the proposed iterative 
model. 
 

 
 

Fig.2. Foster-type thermal network. 

 
 

Fig. 1. Comparison of thermal behavior under actual power loss profile and
square-wave equivalence, where ton is the power on time, tmax, tmin are the
exact occurrences of the maximum and the minimum junction temperatures. 
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A. Thermal Networks and Modeling Theory 
Two commonly-used thermal networks are Cauer and 

Foster models [24]. However, Cauer model requires detailed 
information (e.g., geometrical size and materials) of each 
physical layer of power devices, which are usually difficult to 
access and limit its application scope in practice. On the 
contrast, Foster RC network is easy to be extracted from 
measured transient thermal responses and widely used for fast 
temperature estimation as shown in Fig. 2. Thus, the Foster 
RC network is employed in the following analysis with the 
following expression. 
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where Rthj, τthj are the thermal resistance and thermal time 
constant of j-th RC lump, respectively. m is the order of Foster 
 RC lumps. 

Next, the junction temperature of power devices is 
estimated as shown in Fig. 3. The power losses are a series of 
rectangular pulses. By the references [25], [26], the 
corresponding thermal responses are expressed as 
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where ΔTj(n-1) and Pn−1 are the previous temperature fluctuation 
and the power loss, respectively. ΔTj(n) is the present 
temperature fluctuation and Pn is the present power loss. 
 
B. Locating the Occurrences of tmax and tmin 

Selecting a single fundamental period and a random time 
point (the solid black line), as illustrated in Fig. 4, the power 
loss curve within the selected period is discretized into n 
rectangular pulse losses. Combined with (2), the junction 
temperature fluctuation at any time point ∆Tj(t) (the difference 

between the junction temperature and the reference 
temperature) can be solved, as shown in (3). 
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 1 0= sin[(2 1) ]i peakP P i f tπ+ + Δ   (4) 

where Ppeak is the peak value of half-sine power loss, Ppeak = π 
∙Pave, Pave is the average loss value within a fundamental 
period. The detailed derivation can be found in [19]. ∆Tj_in is 
the difference between the initial junction temperature of the 
steady-state thermal cycle and the reference temperature. The 
detailed calculation process of ∆Tj_in is illustrated in Part C of 
Section II. 

In general, the greater number of discrete rectangular pulse 
losses, the better coincidence between the equivalent and 
original power loss profile. Thus, the junction temperature in 
(3) can be re-expressed as (5) when the number of discretized 
power losses approaches infinity.  
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By solving the first-order derivative of (5) expressed as (6), 
the time point of unique maximum and minimum junction 
temperature can be located accurately. It can be seen that 
thermal characteristics are affected by some factors, such as 
thermal resistance Rthj, thermal time constant τthj, the peak 
value of the half-sine power loss Ppeak, the fundamental 
frequency f0, and the initial temperature difference ∆Tj_in. 
 
C. ∆Tj_in Modeling Analysis 

For the aforementioned factors, ∆Tj_in is not directly 
available. To simply obtain ∆Tj_in, this part proposes a 
simplified iterative calculation method. As shown in Fig. 5, 

  _
0 0 0 02

1 0
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           (6) 

 
 

Fig. 4. Discretization of the half-sine loss profile. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Conversion from power losses to thermal profiles. 
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the half-sine power loss is converted to the square wave power 
loss. Since the two loss models share the same energy, heating 
time, and cooling time in one fundamental period, the obtained 
junction temperature through the two models is almost 
consistent at the end of the fundamental period. 

Fig. 5 presents the square-wave power loss with the 
amplitude of P and the calculated IGBT junction temperature 
with the junction temperature being the reference temperature. 
It is assumed that the junction temperature of the module 
reaches a steady-state at the nth fundamental period. 

Taking 1/(2f0) as the iterative period, the junction 
temperature after each iteration can be expressed as 
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Given the same energy of the two power loss models, the 
relationship between the square wave loss value P and the 
peak value of half-sine power loss Ppeak can be solved. 
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When n approaches infinity, the final steady-state ΔTj_in can 
be extracted as 
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Substituting (9) into (6), the conclusion can be drawn that 
the occurrences of the two key thermal stresses are irrelevant 
to the power loss amplitude and only depend on thermal 
network parameters and fundamental frequency. 

At the same time, considering the practical application of 
the proposed method, the changes of these influences are fully 
considered. For fundamental frequency, it can be captured 
through control strategies, such as PLL (phase-locked loop) 
[27]. As for thermal parameters, they are mainly influenced by 
aging, which can be considered through updating thermal 
network parameters. The updated methods have been provided 
in [28], [29]. And the analysis of this paper has chosen the 
easily extracted Foster RC network. 

 
 

III. THREE-PULSE EQUIVALENT POWER LOSS PROFILE 
 

Based on the thermal characteristics obtained in the 
previous section, a new opportunity is provided for simplified 
thermal modeling. Different from the existing discretization 
methods, which equally divides power loss profiles as shown 
in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the duration of each divided 
dissipation pules is equal. This paper determines the intervals 
of each equivalent step of power loss based on the identified 
occurrences of maximum and minimum thermal stresses. 

Taking a fundamental period as an example, the proposed 
simplified thermal modeling is shown in Fig. 7. In order to 
make the proposed method better generality, thermal 
characteristics under different time scales (i.e., different 
fundamental periods) are considered, which include two 
typical scenarios. The first scenario has the unique maximum 
and minimum thermal stresses, as shown in Fig. 7 (a). And the 
power loss profile can be discretized into three rectangular 

 
 

Fig. 6. Existing thermal modeling, where L is the number of the divided 
dissipation levels, P1, P2,…, PL,…, P2L are the divided dissipation pules: (a) 
one level loss (i.e., square-wave loss), (b) two-level losses, (c) three-level 
losses, (d) L-level losses. 

 
 

Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of the junction temperature transition from the
transient stage to the steady-state stage under the square-wave losses. 
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pules. Meanwhile, Fig. 7 (b) shows another scenario, there are 
multiple minimum thermal stresses, one of them appears at the 
beginning of the fundamental period, and the rest appears after 
1/2 fundamental period. But the maximum thermal stress is 
unique. Because there is only one reference point from 0 to 
1/2 of the fundamental period. The numbers of discretization 
in this scenario should be set to two. However, the greater 
number of divisions results in a more accurate junction 
temperature estimation [22]. In order to improve the 
estimation accuracy while maintaining the same 
computational efforts with Fig. 7 (a), tmax/2 (i.e., the time point  
of the half-time interval of tmax) is introduced as another 
reference time point.  

Assuming that u = tmin / t0 and w = tmax / t0 respectively. 
According to the principle of the same energy, the values of 
divided dissipation pulses can be solved by the following 
functions. 

Considering tmin and tmax (scenario (a)), it can be obtained as 
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Considering tmax /2 and tmax (scenario (b)), it can be given. 
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Furthermore, the values of each rectangular loss pulses in 
two scenarios are obtained. 

Scenario (a): 
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Scenario (b): 
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IV. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

Simulation and experiments considering different frequency 
scales are implemented to validate the proposed method. And 
the estimated junction temperatures are compared with the 
existing two commonly accepted discretization models. In 
addition, for indispensable elements in junction temperature 
calculation, the parameters of thermal matrix, which take 
account of the heat sink, are extracted through the finite 
element method, COMSOL. 

 
 

(a) 
 
 

 
 

(b) 
 
 

Fig. 7. Proposed simplified thermal modeling based on thermal
characteristics; (a) tmax, tmin are considered, (b) tmax is considered. 

 
 

Fig. 8. Analyzed power semiconductor module with heatsink. (a) lateral
structure; (b) circuit topology diagram of power module. 
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A. Thermal Matrix 

Before validating the proposed thermal modeling method, 
thermal matrix is established. Thermal matrix based on 
superposition law [30] can achieve accurate junction 
temperature calculation due to considering the thermal 
coupling effect among devices. An IGBT module from 
Infineon, rated at 50 A and 1200 V (FF50R12RT4), is taken as 
a case study [31]. The IGBT module contains two IGBT chips 
and two anti-parallel diode chips. Fig. 8 shows the lateral 
structure and circuit topology of the IGBT model with the heat 
sink. To facilitating the experimental implementation and 
calculation of junction temperature, the thermal impedance 
from junction to ambient (Zth_ja), is extracted based on the 
finite-element method (FEM), namely, COMSOL. Therefore, 
in the multi-physical field analysis, the ambient temperature is 
selected as the reference temperature (Tj_ref). The junction 
temperature heating curves have been used to obtain the 
thermal impedance [32]. Fig. 9 presents the flowchart of the 
thermal impedance obtaining approach. A step response 
analysis is performed for all chips, by applying the step power 
loss input to one single chip and then monitoring the 
temperature responses on the all chips. Due to geometrical 
symmetries of the module and heat sink, only one IGBT (S1) 
and anti-parallel diode (D1) are selected to apply heating loss. 
The results are a series of curves, which are transient 
temperature responses. Next, the transient thermal impedance 
curves are extracted by [24] 

 ( ) ( )a b

loss

T t T t
Z

P
−

=   (14) 

where Ta(t) and Tb(t) are the temperatures of corresponding 
chips and reference point respectively and Ploss is the applied 
step power loss. 

According to the obtained thermal impedances and 
geometrical symmetries, the junction temperature on each chip 
is expressed as (15) [33], [34]. 
 
B. Simulation Analysis 

To verify the estimated performance of junction 
temperature, simulations are implemented. And Fig. 10 
presents the flowchart of the estimated temperature obtaining 
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approach based on different equivalent principles. In order to 
find a half-sine power loss profile, the IGBT module is loaded 
with a three-phase two-level grid-side inverter [35]. The 
detailed inverter specifications are listed in Table I. 
Combining with operating parameters, the average losses 
value within a fundamental period is calculated [20], which is 
50 W. Then the half-sine loss is discretized based on different 
equivalent principles, and the obtained step power losses are 
used as the input of thermal network to obtain the 
corresponding estimated junction temperature. 

TABLE I 
PARAMETERS OF INVERTER 
DC bus voltage 600 V 

Rated primary side voltage 380 V 

Load current 40 A 

Output power factor 1.0 

Switching frequency 2.0 kHz 

Filter inductance 1.9 mH 

IGBT module 1200 V/50 A 

Before conducting a comparative analysis of estimated 
junction temperature, the evaluation criterion is provided and 
defined as (16) [22]. The relative estimation error of the 
junction temperature fluctuation is used as the evaluation 
criterion, which involves maximum and minimum junction 

 
 

Fig. 9. Flowchart of the thermal impedance obtaining approach. 

 
 

Fig.10. Flowchart of the estimated temperature based on different equivalent 
principles. 
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temperature. And the junction temperature with the half-sine 
loss model is regarded as the reference. 

 max- max min- min

max- min-

( - ) - ( - )
-

j hs j j hs j

j hs j hs

T T T T
T T

ε =   (16) 

where Tjmax-hs and Tjmin-hs represent the maximum and 
minimum junction temperatures under half-sine power loss 
profile, respectively. Tjmax and Tjmin represent the maximum 
and minimum junction temperatures calculated by different 
equivalent thermal models. 

Fig. 11 shows the steady-state thermal behaviors at four 
typical fundamental frequencies. The existing model [22] with 
the divided dissipation level, k=1 and 2, is implemented as a 
performance comparison with the proposed model. And as for 
the computational burden, it is closely related to the number of 
divided dissipation pules. More specifically, there are two and 
four computational cycles under the existing models 
respectively, while the proposed model has three 
computational cycles in a single fundamental period. 

According to the comparsion of the error ε in Fig. 11, it can 
be seen that the proposed model can achieve smaller 
estimation errors. For example, the errors of 7.96% under the 
existing models with k=2 are improved and reach 6.13% with 
the proposed model at 1 Hz, 8.32%, and 0.74% present a sharp 
contrast at 50 Hz. And the proposed model has the less 
computational burden. When comparing with the existing 
model with k=1, the proposed model has a more obvious 
accuracy advantage (33.90% and 6.13%, 9.83%, and 0.74%). 
According to the above comparison of the thermal estimation 
accuracy and computational burdens, it can be concluded that 
the proposed model decouples the conventional conflict of two 
parts in the existing models. In other words, the proposed 
method achieves the improvement of thermal estimation 
accuracy and the reduction of computational burdens 
simultaneously. Moreover, it is more convenient in practice to 
use a general simplified model instead of dynamically 
adjusting the simplified models (multiple models) to meet the 
allowable error, especially under varied-frequency 
applications. For example, the existing method requires k=2 at 
1 Hz and 5 Hz, and k=1 at 50 Hz and 100 Hz respectively if 
the accepted error is 10%. In addition, for typical fundamental 
frequencies (50 Hz), the existing methods should pay more 
computational efforts if the error reaches the same level as the 
proposed method. 

In order to verify the proposed method under extensive 
fundamental frequency scales, Fig. 12 analyzes the estimation 
error under twelve fundamental frequencies. No significant 
error improvement is found only when f0 = 10 Hz. 
Simultaneously, Fig. 13 shows the transient state thermal 
performances under two fundamental frequencies, it can be 
seen the comparison of ε that the proposed method can also 
achieve better thermal estimation performance than the 
existing methods. In all, it confirms that the proposed method 
can offer a more accurate estimation of the junction 
temperature fluctuation with less computational effort. At the 
same time, thermal characteristics are presented under 
extensive fundamental frequencies, as shown in Fig. 14. It can 

be seen that both u and w will increase with the fundamental 
frequency. And the distinctive performance (i.e., only tmax, tmin, 
and only tmax) has also been verified by the thermal 
characteristic classification in Section III. 

As for power-on time, formula (17) is used to analyze its 
error. 

 on hs on

on hs

t t
t

δ −

−

−
=   (17) 

 
 

Fig.11. Steady-state simulation results under four fundamental frequencies, 
where ε1 and ε2 are the corresponding errors when the divided dissipation 
level k = 1 and 2 under the existing model, respectively, ε3 is the error while
applying the proposed model; (a) 1 Hz, (b) 5 Hz, (c) 50 Hz, (d) 100 Hz. 
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where ton-hs represents the power-on time under the half-sine 
power loss profile. ton is the power on time under different 
equivalent thermal models. 

Table II presents the error of ton under the existing model in 
steady-state. It is noteworthy that the proposed thermal model 
can keep the high-fidelity of ton-hs through the proposed 
location method in section II. δ1 and δ2 represent the error of 
power on time under the existing model with k=1, k=2, 
respectively. The obvious errors indicate that the existing 
model has poor performance on ton. 

TABLE II 
ERROR OF POWER ON TIME UNDER EXISTING MODEL 

Fundamental 
frequency (Hz) δ1 (%) δ2 (%) 

1 -83.04 -37.28 

5 -49.36 -12.02 

50 -29.03 3.23 

100 -25.89 5.58 

 

 
 

Fig.12. Error analysis under extensive fundamental frequencies with two
discretization models, which are the proposed model and the existing model
with k=2 [22], respectively. 

 
 

Fig.14. Thermal characteristics under extensive fundamental frequencies;
where u = tmin / t0 and w = tmax/t0, tmax and tmin are the occurrences of maximum
and minimum junction temperature respectively, t0 is fundamental period. 

 
 

Fig. 13 Transient state simulation results under two fundamental frequencies, where ε1 and ε2 are the corresponding errors when the divided dissipation level k = 1
and 2 under the existing model, respectively, ε3 is the error while applying the proposed model; (a) 1 Hz, (b) 100 Hz. 
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The proposed model, achieving high-fidelity estimation of 
all these concerned thermal parameters (i.e., Tjmax, Tjmin, and ton) 
with less computational burdens, mainly benefits from the 
exact determination of the occurrences of the maximum and 
minimum junction temperature and more reasonable 
discretization for power losses based on them. And according 
to the above analysis, this novel three-pulse discretization 
method completely solves the conventional conflict between 
the computational burdens and thermal estimation accuracy. 
 
C. Experimental Validations 

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, 
experimental tests are implemented. The IGBT in the three-
phase inverter is selected as a case study and the schematic of 
the inverter is shown in Fig. 15. Moreover, the parameters of 
the experiment setup are listed in Table III. Fig. 16 presents 
the experimental platform for the thermal-behavior evaluation. 

TABLE III 
PARAMETERS OF THE INVERTER 

Parameter Value 

DC bus voltage VDC 240 V 

Load current iload 16 A (RMS) 

Fundamental frequency f0 1 Hz, 5Hz 

Inductor L 3 mH 

Switching frequency fs 2.5 kHz 

IGBT module 50 A/1200 V 

An opened IGBT module is tested in the experimental 
platform. The lower chip in the IGBT module is regarded as 
the device under test (DUT), where the junction temperature is 
measured by an infrared camera. The inverter operates at 1 Hz 
and 5 Hz due to the limitation of the sampling frequency of 
the infrared camera. 

It can be seen from Fig. 17 that the proposed model can 
achieve better estimation performance than that of the existing 
model. And, it has a minimal error (12.7%) and improves 
significantly the error of 38.57% under the existing model, 
which is achieved only by adding one computational cycle. At 
the same time, compared with k=2, it also improves the 
accuracy of estimation while reducing the computational 
burden. And the fundamental frequency of 5 Hz also has the 
same performance. Moreover, the proposed thermal model 
keeps the power-on time (ton) consistent with actual thermal 
behaviors. From experimental results, it is further confirmed 
that the proposed method can offer a more accurate estimation 
of the junction temperature fluctuation. 

 
 

V. IMPACT OF THERMAL ESTIMATION ON THE 
LIFETIME EVALUATION 

 
In practice, applying the estimated junction temperature to 

reliability analysis is more concerned. Therefore, this section 

 
 
Fig.15. Schematic of inverter. 
 

 
 

Fig.16. Experimental platform for the thermal behavior evaluation. 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 17. Measured junction temperature profiles and the estimated thermal
profile with different thermal models at two fundamental frequencies, where
ε1 and ε2 are the corresponding errors when the divided dissipation level k = 1
and 2 under the existing model, respectively, ε3 is the error while applying the
proposed model; (a) 1Hz, (b) 5 Hz. 
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presents the impact of junction temperature estimation errors 
with the different methods on lifetime evaluation. 

The IGBT module in the case study of simulation analysis 
is selected as the subject investigated. In this paper, the 
damage evaluation of the power modules is based on this 
mission profile, a simple one-day output power profile, as 
depicted in Fig. 18 [36]. Pmax is the maximum output power of 
the grid-side inverter, which matches the parameters given in 
Table I. And the fundamental frequency is 1 Hz. The 
commonly-employed lifetime model, Bayerer’s Model, which 
considers the impact of minimum junction temperature, 
junction temperature fluctuations and the power-on time, is 
used to analyze [37]. Fig. 19 shows the consumed lifetime (i.e., 
annual damage) based on three methods, where the obtained 
result of half-sine loss profile is regarded as the benchmark, 
and Table IV provides the lifetime evaluation results. 

TABLE IV 
LIFETIME EVALUATION RESULTS WITH DIFFERENT METHODS 

Methods Lifetime (year) 

Benchmark 17.34 

Existing method with k=1 120.69 

Existing method with k=2 26.03 

Proposed method 23.03 

According to the comparison, it can be seen that the 
evaluated result based on the proposed method is more 
accurate and closer to the benchmark. If applying the existing 
method with k=1, larger errors are observed than the 
benchmark. And the lifetime result far exceeds the practically 
expected IGBT module lifetimes, which easily causes the 
misjudgment of guidance to reliability engineers. Thus, the 
existing model with k=1 (i.e., square-wave loss profile) fails in 
junction temperature estimation and lifetime evaluation 
despite its computational advantages. Compared with the 
proposed method, the existing method with k=2 not only still 
has a certain error in lifetime evaluation, but also requires 
more computational efforts. Therefore, it can be concluded 
that the thermal estimation advantages of the proposed method 
further contribute to better performance in the lifetime 
evaluation. 

 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 

This paper has proposed a simplified thermal modeling 
method considering the thermal characteristics of power 
device (i.e., the occurrences of the maximum and the 
minimum junction temperature). First, to locate the two key 
time points of the maximum and minimum junction 
temperatures, a generic mathematical model has been 
investigated. For thermal modeling, instead of equally 
dividing power losses conventionally, the proposed method 
discretized the power loss profile into unequal three pulses 
based on the previously obtained thermal characteristics. The 
proposed equivalent power loss profile firstly decouples the 
conventional conflict between the thermal estimation accuracy 
and computational burdens. In other words, while the 
conventional methods improve accuracy at the cost of 
increasing the discrete power-loss pulses (i.e., increased 
computations), the proposed method can use a three-pulse 
equivalent power loss profile under varied conditions. As a 
result, both improving the accuracy of the thermal estimation 
and reducing computations can be achieved simultaneously. 
Moreover, the proposed method maintains the high fidelity of 
the power-on time of the thermal profile. To consider different 
time scales, two typical scenarios of thermal characteristics 
have been discussed as well. Finally, this paper compares the 
conventional methods with the proposed method through both 
simulations and a 26-kW three-phase experimental platform. 
The performances of the proposed method have been verified. 
For instance, when k=2 and f=50Hz, the proposed method 
contributes to reducing thermal estimation error from 8.32% 
conventionally to 0.75%, decreasing computations by 25%, 
and keeping power-on time consistent with reality, 
respectively. And these better thermal estimation 
performances are further reflected in the lifetime evaluation, 
and providing a more convincing result. 
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